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cOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT: TO UNDERSTAND AND TO INTRODUCE (II) 

E. BALLA 

Abstract. Following a brief exposition of the history of software-quality definitions, 
today's most popular approach to the problem was presented in Part I: building quality 
management systems according to ISO 9000 Series. Some advantages and disadvantages 
of this trend were shown. In this part, using results of software quality oriented research 
and practical training done by the author in Hungary, some problems and their possible 
solutions are sketched to start introducing software quality management. The problem 

are similar in most Eastern European countries, therefore we presume that presented 
solutions could be applicable as well 

I. Software quality management 

Software quality management is described not only in ISO 9000-3 , but in many 

other standards too: IEEE, EN and some more Military Standards. 

Software quality managers seem therefore to have an easy job developing and 

maintaining quality management systems: theoretically they only have to read the many

standards and apply them. But things are far from being that simple. Standards provide
prescriptions for quality system elements and quality control elements - in general terms 

but they don't give the sequence of the activities to be done, in fact they let the quality 

nanager guess not only how to do things, but also what exactly to do in order to develop 

a quality system that fits ISO requirements. If the work is done by experienced people, 

e prescriptions of standards are probably of real help, but unfortunately this isn't the 

typical situation. 

C 1ollowing we present some problems in developing and introducing software 

We 

anagement systems, and try to sketch some solutions for solving them. 
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typical 
by taking into account the Hungarian situation, which can be considered 

for most Eastern-European countries. 

ave t 
1.1. Before ISO 9000. For a better understanding of the present situation, we have 

consider the software-quality oriented research and work done before 1SO 9000 ann 

We can state that despite the former isolation of Eastern-European countries, the 

quality-research in these countries has followed the steps of Western development. It 

note that the first attempts for identilying software quality attributes and their 

relationships were made in 1977 in Hungary -that means 7-9 years of delay in comparison 

with the USA. Western-European situation has also to be taken into account: SIEMENS 

for instance proceeded only in 1975-76 in identifying these elements, that places Hungary 

at two years of delay. In 1977 in Hungary Basic Quality Requirements for software have 

been stated, and by 1985 some quality-measuring programs also have been developed. 

These attempts fit in the world-trend of measuring software quality through some wel. 

identified attributes and in application of the product-based definition of software quality 

1.2. What's happening now - and what can be done. Like other companies in 

business life, Eastern European software companies join the trend of developing quality 

management systems according to ISO 9000. 

1.2.1. Quality organizations in Eastern Europe. In the Eastern European countries na- 

tional quality organizations have been organized, which have insured the translation of 

ISO 9000 standards, are organizing conferences, meetings on quality-related themes . In 

nost cases there are foreign registering organizations working in these countries. N 

tional quality organizations and research institutes also get more and more envolved l 

enhancing application of ISO 9000 under the spacial conditions given in each counuye 

The Processus project, for instance, founded in Slovenia, supported by 11 Slovenian so 
soft- 

ware comnpanies, has the scope of developing a tool for auditing and goal definition. (1u 
been 

project and the tool are presented in [Gyorkos94]. Tipically no software company has 

registered yet. 
arian 

In Hungary, for instance, in 1993 there have been about 8 quality conferences the largest being the annual n 
stering 

Quality Week each of them involving the participation of about 80-100 companies 

In Hungary: Bureau Veritas, TUV Rheiland, TUV Bayern, TUV Hannover, SGS (foreign), and a Hungarian eg 

organization (Mertcontrol) 
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hing quality management. As we briefly presented above, IS0 9000 operates 
1.2.2. Teaching quality 

cality-related terms, which have to be well understood and correctly applied, 
as in other fields of working and academic life. According to [Geiger93) in the field of 

management this "necessity 18 of even higher importance because of the lack of 

basic knowledge from education". 

In many Eastern European countries quality management is taught only on off- 
chool courses, which, for the moment, are too expensive to afford for individuals and 
for small companies (a 2-day course costs about 650S). Consultancy alone for developing 
a Software quality management system costs about 30.0008, therefore such systems are 

developed mainly by "self made" quality managers, who, in best case, have joined some 

quality-oriented conferences and read the available theoretical material. For these people 

standard's definitions are often not relevant. 

At some universities (Technical University Budapest - Hungary -, Technical Uni- 

versity Maribor Slovenia for instance) basic project management and software devel- 
opment methods are being taught. Restructuring the quality-related educational system 
Would be a first step to change the present situation. Postgraduate courses have to be 

Teplaced by usual educational elements, first in universities, than in high schools too. 

Some models are available in western countries. 

2. Developing software quality management systems 

he first step in developing a (software) quality management system is identifying 

epresent situation, in order to sketch what is to be done. 

our opinion, are asic when a software quality management system is to be developed. 

a. Applying a structure methodolo, for system design and development 

Organizir other (non-pre project-related) activities at the company 

roduction o software quality management according to 4 problem-groups, which, 1n 
e bry to describe the present situation and discuss some elements that can prepare

These groups are: 

b. Applying a project ma management methodology . 

i. services 

ezternal (e.g., courses, consultancy) 
policy *2aas been stated in 19911, and in 19 1993, every university student had weekly at least 3 hours of quality management 

courses 
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internal (e.g.,network maintenance) 

ii. information system 

ii. human relationship 

to. 
d. Writing doun aspects regarding the elements a.-c. in a clearly stated and ens 

understand manner 

2.1. Project-related activities. In the following we present some problerns connected 

with the first two elements (a.-b.) of the above described g 

The structured system developement and project management methodologies started 

to develop in the eighties. These methods and methodologies decompose the system 

development activities - structure them - into stages, phases, steps, define the sequence of 

the activities. They prescribe precise inputs and outputs for each step. They recommend 

a top-down approach and a step-by step refinement of the system. They make a strict 

difference between logical and physical planning. The techniques used are similar. (Entity 
relationship modeling, function hierarchy modeling, entity life - history modeling, 

data-flow modeling etc.). Nowadays they cannot be used without complex computer 
aided tools, which help to transform the logical model into physical model and even into 

program codes. 

2.1.1. Structured system development methodologies. SSADM (Structured Systems Anal- 
ysis and Design Method) has been developed in the UK by LBMS (Learmonth and 
Burchett Management Systems), by request of CCTA Central Computer and Telecommu- 
nications Agency for a self-testing, teachable methodology, which would use tested system 
development methodology in the UK$. 

Oracle Case* Method was defined in the early eighties by Richard Barker, tne 

first book about the method was printed in 1989. It has been derived from many year 
collective experience delivering systerns to clients and building software products. The two mentioned methodologies differ in the life-cycle-steps covered, in their 
most recommended techniques, in their notations. 

More and more structured system development and project management methodologies become avallabie Eastern European countries. Presentations in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 does not suggest any hierarchy amonig these, it just dee metodologies considered by the author being the most used. 
with 

SSADM has been translated into Hungarian, and it is the metodology most probably becoming recommended in * 
Iungary 
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Oracle CASE* Method SSADM 

Feasibility study 
Strategy 

Problem definition 
Analysis 

Project identification 
Design 

System analysis Build 
Analysis of systems operations and curent problems User Documentation 

Specification of requirements Transition 

Selection of technical optionsProduction 

System design 

Data design 

Process design 

Physical design*
TABLE 1. Project life cycle in two methodologies 

Table 1 makes a comparison between the project life-cycle elements covered by the 

SSADM and Oracle Case* Method. 

To be noted that neither SSADM nor Oracle Case* Method cover the entire project 
life-cycle. A possible model for covering all life-cycle should be worked out by each

company, according to the work's characteristics. 

Project management methodologies. PRINCE (Project Run IN Controlied Environ- 

16 2 project management methodology - in fact the Project management Standard 

e UKgovernment IT departments. The methodology consists of 3 major components 
that Pplhed to a project: organization, planning and control. Using it will lead to a 

understanding of responsabilities, of activities, of terms, an efficient and famillar 
irmentation and will reduce dependance on the individiual. 

RI Was prepared by the British Computer Society under contract to the UK TicklT was 
Departme 

Tmanagement 
rade and Industry. It isn't exactly a system developrment nor a project 

Codology. It's a guide to software quality management system construc and certification, tion * 

guide provide , Using ISO 9001. Purchasers' guide, suppliers' guide and auditors' 

can be used not 
nce lor quality system elements and quality control elements which 

system developrnent and only in developing a software quality management system, but in deining 

and project management steps to0. 
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uctured 
2.1.3. Software tools for structured methodologies. The real help for using such strue. 

methodologies is given by their software tools. 

SSADM Engineer is the software tool-set developed by LBMS for sun 
orting 

sSADM methodology. The current version (SSADM Engineer 5.0, Septenber 1993). 

on Windows 3.1. It operates with software prodeced by Gupta Technologies Inc., 
runs 

, Usinga 
ve- 

database for maintaining textual and graphic information about the system to be d 

rraing 
oped. It supports almost all life cycle functions of SSADM, providing help in transfori. 

logical model into physical model. 

Using Oracle Case Method is supported by the Oracle CASE tools, which f 

cilitate the interaction with data maintained in the central database, implemented with 

the Oracle SQL data base management system. Case* Dictionary and Case* Desiqmer
provide defining and repositoring the data used in logical planning (textual and graphic), 
while application-generators, such as Case Generator for SQL' Forms/sQL* Mens, Re 
port Writer provide transforming the logical design-related data into running program 

components. 

Project management methodologies are supported by varoius software tools, such 
as: Microsoft Project, team Windows, Artemis Prestige. 

Artemis Prestige was developed by Lucas Management Systems. It runs under 

Windows, co-operating with many types of hardware, using Oracle, Gupta SQL Base 

database management systems. It provides help for project planning (timing, resources, 

cost-analysis). 

2.1.4. Using structured system development and project management methodologies. The 

first two elements in the problem group presented at the beginning of the chapter (a, 
seem to be easy to realize. Apparently they would &quot;only&quot; require a mair 

agement decision regarding the use of a structured system developmnent and a proje 
management methodology. At software-companies the use of computer-aided tools is not 

a real difficulty. 

However, the situation is much more complicated. The majority of analysi and 

programmers have their "good old" methods to develop a system, and in many cases 

the customers also have sone requirements - differing one from another which na 
be satisfied. So, instead of applying one structured methodology for the whole p 

oject, 

teams rather apply some elements of certain methodologies, combining them with ote 
others 
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etomers' needs. Project managers in most cases are aware of the advanteges to sati 

f using a single structured methodology, and so is the company management. 
The

main reason that impedes consequent use of a methodology is time that means money. 

Companies have to live, and - for instance- SSADM methodology with all its steps, tasks 

and documents is considered to prolong system-development by such an amount of time, 

that cannot be atorded by a small company. 

It is very important to identify product life-cycle and syotem development steps. 

While strategy, analysis and development steps are followed in the majority of cases, 

project preparing steps - offer, tender problem definition, first-cut project plan - and 

product maintenance steps - installation, maintenance, analysis of the errors, maintaining 

user observations, etc. -are often neglected. They are not considered to be project 

elements, therefore time for doing them isn't allocated. Project members have to do 

these activities &quot;outsidedzquot; the project, many times parallel to an other project. 

The rush has negative effects on the success of the project - the contract is not well- 

defined, the reasons of success or failure of offers, tenders are not analyzed, user-reactions, 

observations are not followed and analyzed, etc. Marketing plans, cost analysis are seldom 

done, and seldom by experts. Test-plans, configuration and change management plans 

are not being used, although every project manager fecls their lack. Usually there are few 

checkpoints in the projects when the team could discuss its problems with the management. 

Users are seldom cooped into reviews - in fact they are only cooped when they 

s1st on it, projects evaluation reviews are seldom organized. 

APiying a structured system development and a project management methodology, 

n my opinion cannot be achieved at once. If someone tries to convince system analysts and 

rs about the fact that their working methods are bad, they will demonstrate 

ne that prescriptions of the quality management system lead to worse results.

VETtheless, there are some elements that we can start wi. 

Project initiation teps and follow-up have been done, the results of tenders and users' 
4vare of the lengthening of software product life cycle would be one of these. 

observas 

sing a structured system development methodology and a project management 
ve o be arialyzed and the experience used in forthcoming projects. 

Tnethodolog also be introduced step-by-step. SSADM, Oracle Case Method with their 

aputer-aided tools offer, Compt 
Ols offer, first of all, an organized working frame. Getting familiar 
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mentality with their concepts - even without using them - Will lead to a change in the mens 

e a strict 
of system-developers. They shall notice, for instance, that both models make 

utputs difference between logical and physical design and prescribe precise inputs and out- 

tory Organizing project-related data is possible at any moment. Recommended direet. 

for each step. 

structure of all data related to a project can be described, archiving methode can be 

tance, worked out and documented. Employees are to be encouraged to keep, for instane. 

their project-related incoming mail (electronic and ordinary) separately from the proieed 

oriented outgoing mail and from other subject mail. 

There are some elements in project" quality management that can be applied from 

the beginning. Project managers, programmers will notice the help given by configuration 

management plans, change management plans, test plans and test journals, journals of 

project related activities or list of documents used and prepared. They will find at first 

informal - quality revieuws useful. Applying corrective actions during a stage, not after 
finishing it is a basic goal of quality management. 

Project documentation is an important part of project-related activities. The 

problem is here that documentation in a company is seldom uniform, every team develops 
its documents according to the needs of the customer. The quality management system 
has to prescribe the outline and the content of each document type, so, the many types 
of documents have to be gathered in a uniform system, that fits the needs of every user 

and every project member. 

2.2. Non-project-related activities. The problem with the activities sketched in point 
c. of the problem-group presented at the beginning of this chapter is that they seem to 

work. Announced courses are held, users' problems are solved sooner or later, syste 
backups are being performed more or less regularly. But, because of poor organizatio these activities imply much more effort than normal. When a project manager, a systenu 
engineer or a secretary goes on holiday, it takes a real effort for someone else to handle 
his/her job. It's a big problem, when in an office a computer has to be replaced, because 
no one knows for sure the configuration, the utility-versions that have to be applied. 

Such difficulties can be surmounted by appling a well-organized information sy 
tem. 
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he information system which 1s the totality of electronically and manually 
formation -can exist betore a quality management system is being developed. preser 

ases this system is developed together with, or in the best case, it is documented 

a part of the quality management syste. 

Dasilding the information system can start with unifying the documents and doc- 

as 

company not only in project-related activities, but in any other mentation used by the 

activ done, Templates should be described not only for project documentation, but for 

official letters, fax-headers as well. 

Employees have to be noticed about every new feature of the &quot;nascent&quot; 

information system and have to be encouraged to use them and report any connected 

objections. 
Human relationships have an important efect on the company's work. If the 

working conditions are good, the efficiency of work is higher. Employees have to carry 

out tasks they are professionally prepared for. Informatics is an even-changing science, so 

there is no shame in not knowing something. But people are sometimes put to do things 

are not prepared for, therefore they work much harder, are stressed-they want to prove 

they fit management's trust-, therefore their working capacity decreases. 

Services, other, non-projrct-related activities can be described only in co-operation 

with people who effectively do the related work. If tehere are some rules, the quality 

manager should describe them, if there are no rules, he should work them out together 

with the system engineer, training manager, secretary, etc. 

Communication among team members, management relationship with employees 

as to be organized without being unnecessarily formalized. 

uman relationships cannot be changed by the quality management system. How- 

which to an improvement of human realtionships at all levels. 

nere is a hope that well-organized activities will diminish stress and extra work 

of this chapter because we think it's better describing an existing system than trying to 

2.3. Writing the quality management system documentation. At last, but not 

least, writing 
system. We've menti 

uality management system documentation is an important part ot the 

mentioned it in point d. of the problem-group presented at the beginning 

build up the sy* according to the previously written documentation 
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empted to write 
registration begins with consulting the documentation, so we could ha to 

taking a "perfect" documentation set, according to S0 9000 prescriptions but witL. 

le. into account the existing situation. Such a qualny management system cannot he sd. 

3. Conclusions 

Due to the world-wide acceptance of ISO 9O00 Series, we speak more ahout de 
veloping, introducing and maintaining software quality management systems than sbout 

the quality of the software product, as defined earlier. 

Basic motivation for developing such systems is the wish of the software comDani 

to get registred according to ISO 9000. 

With all desire to get registred in the shortest time, I think software quality man- 

agement systems cannot be applied at once after being developed. Applying every pre 

scription would entirely change a company's activity, causing financial and more crisis. 

The best thing that can be done is to involve all employees in the development 

of the quality system. The management should present the concept as necessary for the 

company's welfare, the use of which is well motivated. It is recommendable that the 

motivation should't be ISO 9000 registration, but facilitating employees work. 

However, applying the elements described above seems to be possible. These ele 

ments are accepted easier probably because of the immediate help they provide both in 

system development and project management. 
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